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Dear JMCR Editorial Team,

I am submitting you the final revised version of our manuscript, entitled "Factitious cheilitis: Case report of a rare entity. MS: 9321424251469024. Erdinc Aydin, Ozgur Gokoglu, Gamze Ozcurumez and Hakan Aydin."

Point-by-point reply to the requested formatting changes are listed below.

Thanks for your consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Erdinc Aydin, MD
Baskent Universitesi Hastanesi
Kulak Burun Bogaz Anabilim Dali
Bahcelievler, 06490, Ankara, Turkey
Tel: +90 312 223 85 34
Fax: +90 312 215 75 97
E-mail: erdinca@baskent-ank.edu.tr

Formatting changes requested
-----------------------------------

1. Author email addresses. If possible please give a different email address for each author, on the title page, beneath the corresponding author details.

Please link authors to their email addresses using their initials, for example:

ABC: Myemail@address.com

1. A different e-mail address is given for each author and authors are linked to their email addresses using their initials
2. Abstract: The abstract must be structured into the following sections:
   Introduction
   Case presentation
   Conclusions
2. Abstract is formatted as requested.

3. Please ensure the abstract is identical in both the manuscript and submission system.
3. Yes

4. Introduction: The first section after the Abstract must be entitled as `Introduction:`. The section after the Introduction must be called `Case presentation`, followed by discussion and conclusions.
4. The sections are formatted accordingly. The first paragraph of discussion is carried to be the introduction.

5. Authors' contributions - Please indicate that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.
5. It is added to the text.

6. Acknowledgements: Please rename this section to `Consent`.
   Please expand the statement of consent to include the figures, for example:
   "Written informed consent was obtained from the patient for publication of this Case report and any accompanying images. A copy of the written consent is available for review by the Editor-in-Chief of this journal."
6. Acknowledgements is changed to consent and required sentence is changed.